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ADVENTURE TRAVEL TOUR OPERATORS WANT TO 
OFFSET, BUT OFTEN DON’T: WHY?

⟩ Too expensive, too complicated and time consuming particularly 

for smaller operators 

⟩  Once they calculate emissions they discover they cannot afford 

the offset expense 

INTRODUCING:  NEUTRAL TOGETHER 
A BULK CARBON OFFSET PROGRAM FOR ADVENTURE 
TRAVEL TRADE ASSOCIATION MEMBERS
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ATTA AND SOUTH POLE HAVE TEAMED UP TO MAKE 
OFFSETTING EASIER FOR ADVENTURE TRAVEL TOUR 
OPERATORS

NEUTRAL TOGETHER PROGRAM  WILL ENABLE:

⟩  Easy measurement of carbon emissions for tour operators and 

accommodations providers

⟩  Industry-wide emissions aggregation for greater volume and reduced 

price per ton for all 
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HOW IT WILL WORK

● Input emissions information into South Pole tool 
(January - April each year)

● View GHG footprint from the tool
● Send emissions result provided through the tool to 

ATTA

Select one of three types of offsetting projects:

● Forestry
● Renewable energy 
● Cookstoves

STEP 1

MEASUREMENT 

STEP 2
PROJECT

SELECTION 
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HOW IT WILL WORK

 ATTA communicates industry volume total to South Pole

 South Pole bills ATTA for aggregated volume

 ATTA bills individual members adding a 5% administrative fee

STEP 3

INVOICE 

 Members pay ATTA

 ATTA pays South Pole

 Members receive receipt and certificate of participation 

STEP 4

PAYMENT AND 
RECEIPT 

 ATTA receive year-end report showing the results of the ATTA carbon 
offset program, aggregating the impacts of all of the participating 
members. 

 Each member receives a digital copy of this report for their records.

STEP 5

YEAR END 
REPORT 

Digital badge  |  Templetized blog post  |  Downloadable imagery
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CURRENT CARBON OFFSET MODEL: $8 - $11 per ton

Costs for carbon offsetting for adventure travel companies up to now, assume 3500 pax a year 
on week-long trips

Invest in calculating emissions

Find an offsetting partner/
select quality projects

Pay for the offsets, which at low 
volume can be expensive 
($11 per metric ton for 
example)

.75 tCO
2

e per pax)
3.2  tCO

2
e per pax)

$28,875 TOTAL $89,600 TOTAL
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NEUTRAL TOGETHER: $4.50 per ton  

Input data into calculator

*Final pricing is contingent on the number of participants in the program contributing to total volume 
and the percentage mix of projects selected by the participants

Aggregate emissions with 
similar companies 

Receive volume pricing 
$4 - $5 per ton (calculation 
based on $4.50)

$12,403 TOTAL

With Neutral Together, assuming company with 3,500 pax a year running week-long trips

$52,920 TOTAL

.75 tCO
2

e per pax)
3.2  tCO

2
e per pax)
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EMISSIONS MEASUREMENT TOOL  

The emissions measurement tool was developed based on the global standard 
Greenhouse Gas Protocol including Scope 1, 2, and 3 emissions sources. It will capture:

Transportation and activities associated with adventure travel trips: flights and ground

Lodging nights

Company headquarters energy usage

Access to this tool at no cost represents a significant benefit to Neutral Together 
participants. 
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EMISSIONS MEASUREMENT TOOL SCREENSHOT 
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DATA COLLECTION RECOMMENDATION  

Start data collection now to make using the tool in January easier. 

Using a workbook, start a separate worksheet for each of your trips; collect flights, fuel, and 
guest night data for each trip.  

The tool will ask for a summation of the trips and include company HQ energy usage:

Total number of flights in the past year 
● This is reported at the company’s discretion, including international flights is encouraged

Total number of guest nights in the past year

Utility bills for company headquarters energy usage in the past year

Gallons of fuel used, derived by multiplying
● Total number of vehicles x (total distance traveled x fuel efficiency of vehicles, including type of fuel (petrol 

or diesel)) 
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PROJECTS

Forestry Renewable EnergyCookstoves

Neutral Together projects are implemented by South Pole third-party verified partners. 

Participants can choose to direct their money to one of three projects in the following 
categories:
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PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION CREDIBILITY 

Projects in the South Pole portfolio are certified under Third-Party standards such as Gold 
Standard, an independent certification developed by WWF and other NGOs, or Verra:
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https://www.goldstandard.org/
https://www.goldstandard.org/


TOOLS TO HELP YOU STORYTELL TO YOUR TRAVELERS 
AND PARTNERS

Blog template

Imagery

Equivalences: ATTA will provide participating 
companies with language and graphics to help  
describe their contribution in terms of number of 
trees for example or fossil fuel energy avoided  

ATTA will provide tools to help participants share their carbon offsetting story with 
customers and internal stakeholders
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HOW NEUTRAL TOGETHER FITS INTO AN OVERALL 
CLIMATE STRATEGY

As a tour operator or accommodations provider, your climate action strategy might be 
oriented around a goal, such as being carbon neutral or even carbon positive. Think of 
carbon offsetting as a component of an overall strategy that might include a range of climate 
actions. 

Your business might decide to allocate funding to support innovation in each area. 

For example:

http://shrinkthatfootprint.com/food-carbon-fo
otprint-diet
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http://shrinkthatfootprint.com/food-carbon-footprint-diet
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IN SUMMARY : CLIMATE ACTION AT ATTA

Carbon Removal/
Tomorrow’s Air:

- Support removal of carbon 
through Direct Air Capture
- Education on climate 
change and travel
- ‘Beyond’ offsetting

ATTA Climate 
Action Program 

Elements 

Carbon Offsetting/
Neutral Together:

- Offset carbon emissions at 
reduced price

Climate Action 
Leadership Community:

- Sign Commitment to Action on 
climate change
- Join LinkedIn group connecting 
Climate Leaders in travel 
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NEUTRAL TOGETHER TALKING POINTS 

KEY BENEFITS
● Reduced price per ton possible as part of a collective makes offsetting possible for 

new entrants
● Free access to emissions measurement tool developed specifically for adventure 

travel audience is a significant benefit
● High quality projects will focus on forestry, renewables and cookstoves 
● Offsetting through the program allows small businesses to be part of larger impacts
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QUESTIONS?
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